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Scott and Cyndi Smith are the beautiful

people. As evidenced by their mountaintop
home on Lake Nantahala, they are also
exceptionally talented. What most people can
only dream about they have made happen. The
result is a lifestyle for them and their four sons
that is all about living the American dream.
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T

he Forge lake lodge is a private retreat, so
named by the Smiths because they literally
took a remote lakefront lot and forged this
home into the mountainside. The structure
of the home, which combines many natural
elements of wood, stone, copper and iron
throughout the construction and design, further inspired this
name. At nearly 10,000 square feet, this home was a five-year
project from design to completion, and Scott Smith will tell
you it was well worth the time it took to create.
“We wanted something majestic on the water. What we didn’t
want was a subdivision in the mountains.” Scott does not make
his living as an architect, but could and should. He designed
every square inch of this amazing home before he set out to find
the property. “We set out to build the ultimate architectural
marvel in a European log design.” Scott searched for two years
for the most spectacular lakefront lot he could find. Private
acreage on Lake Nantahala is scarce because most of the area is a
protected national forest. This had great appeal to the Smiths as
it assured them that it would never be over-developed. Scott was
captivated from the time he first saw the property.
Desiring privacy and pristine beauty, they had found
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their lot. But the mountainside shot nearly straight up from
the water and Scott knew he’d have to carve the house into
the land. “We excavated over 1,000 plus loads of earth and
rock, literally thousands of tons, out of the mountain to take
advantage of the point overlooking the best view of the lake.”
He then brought in close to a million tons of magnificent rock
and stone to augment the Canadian-made log construction
both in the home and out. That includes Boulder Falls, a
magnificent manmade waterfall of incredible scope and scale.
It’s more than 100 feet in length and recirculates over 1,000
gallons of water an hour. Adding to the sheer beauty of the
feature, Scott has artfully nestled plants and flowers indigenous
to the Blue Ridge Mountains in nearly every crevice between
the enormous rocks. After completing the hardscape, he also
planted hundreds of trees, including spruce, leyland cypress,
blue cedar and maple. He harvested mountain-laurel branches
from the property, which he used to construct the railings of
the interior stairs.

Interior Decoration
As amazing as this home is, it is true to the theme of a
mountain cabin. A formal home with traditional appointments

“Red Baron’s Antiques was an invaluable resource for furnishing
this home in fine antiques,” Scott Smith said. “We carefully
selected every item before the home was completed. The
hand-tufted leather master bed is among our rare finds.”
would not have made sense in this setting. Scott set out to create
something that was both stunning and completely livable. He
incorporated sensational antiques and collectables throughout,
all consistent with the mountain-lodge style. The architectural
and design details are dramatic at every turn in every segment of
the home. It might best be described as museum quality rustic.
The upper level of the home is presented by way of a breathtaking
staircase constructed from the rough-hewn logs of the home.
The upper landing opens to a charming library/reading nook
and overlooks the main living area and lake. The antiqued fauxfinished walls present a wealth of artifacts reflecting the mountain
theme. The master suite is gorgeous with a huge leather turn and
roll bed and Navajo stained glass windows above it. Cyndi, who
has an eye for details that rivals her husband’s, dressed the bed with
a gorgeous fur spread and sumptuous pillows. The master bath is
nothing less than a work of art. Encased in magnificent stone, it
features a Black Forest vanity and a six-foot hammered copper
tub. The Smiths also designed an octagonal indoor-outdoor spa/

massage room off the master suite. French doors open to reveal a
breathtaking view of the waterfalls and lake.

The Main Level Living Area
The main floor defines what makes a great room truly great.
Multiple sets of glass doors lead out to the deck area, showcasing
the home’s waterfront view. It’s a spectacular place for
entertaining. The incredibly comfortable seating features a pair
of custom-made large red leather chairs with nail head detail. All
of the chandeliers are antique or made from fallen Stag horns.
The antique rugs throughout the home include Navajo rugs from
collections around the world. Several charming and inviting
guest rooms are also on this level.

A 19th Century Black Forest Kitchen
In an avant garde act of design, Scott acquired several huge Black
Forest antique cabinets with glass doors which he built into the
kitchen rather than creating new cabinets. A 19th century French
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cutting board serves as the center island. The countertops on the
spacious bar surface are sandblasted granite and the iron stools
are upholstered with hand-tooled leather. The hexagonal dining
area is surrounded by windows, offering a beautiful view of the
mountain sunsets.

Terrace Level
The lower level of the home presents the ultimate family room.
There’s a terrific bunk bedroom for the boys along with their
bathroom, which is designed like a clubhouse locker room. The
wine cellar is amazing, centered with a French 19th century table
and server. The walls were artfully aged by artist Paula Valvo,

Nantahala

Lake of the Noonday Sun

adding great ambience to this romantic space. The main room
features a full server bar with a countertop that’s handcrafted
from hammered copper. The lake docks are accessed from this
level, and the lake is what this home is all about. The mountain
stream-fed lake provides what is arguably the cleanest lake water
anywhere in the Southeastern U.S.
Above: The grandfather’s clock is an especially breathtaking example
of the valuable black forest pieces throughout the Smith home.
Above Left: The decorative art and artifacts are antique collectables
reflecting the mountain theme.
OPPOSITE: The spacious master bath features an antique copper tub
and black forest cabinet with a hammered copper surface. The stone
and tile work throughout the bath is both artful and stunning.

A natural spring 200 feet below the surface feeds the lake
which feeds the Nantahala River, a world-famous site for fishing
and river rafting. Located 30 minutes west of Franklin in the
southwestern corner of North Carolina within the Blue Ridge
Mountains, the lake was created in the 1940s by building a dam

to fill the natural ravine at this elevation. The home’s main floor measures out at an elevation of 3,000 feet above
sea level and the lake is only a few feet down from the terrace level of the house. The legendary Bartram Trail is
adjacent to the Smiths’ property within the National Forest Preserve. It connects to the Appalachian Trail, just 17
miles away. The acclaimed movie “Nell,” starring Jodie Foster, was shot on this location.
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on Lake Nantahala, NC
This is not a resort, but a magnificent
privately owned mountain home
unlike anything in the world.
Offered for vacation lease to a select few
who will never believe the beauty and
luxury until they experience it.
Just 3 hours drive from Atlanta,
or 45 minutes by private aircraft.

1-888-399-5166
www.forgelakelodge.com
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